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Abstract Pine Island Glacier has undergone several major iceberg calving events over the past decades.
These typically occurred when a rift at the heavily fractured shear margin propagated across the width of
the ice shelf. This type of calving is common on polar ice shelves, with no clear connection to ocean-ice
dynamic forcing. In contrast, we report on the recent development of multiple rifts initiating from basal
crevasses in the center of the ice shelf, resulted in calving further upglacier than previously observed.
Coincident with rift formation was the sudden disintegration of the ice mélange that filled the northern shear
margin, resulting in ice sheet detachment from this margin. Examination of ice velocity suggests that this
internal rifting resulted from the combination of a change in ice shelf stress regime caused by disintegration
of the mélange and intensified melting within basal crevasses, both of which may be linked to ocean forcing.

1. Introduction

Recent observations of continued acceleration, retreat, and thinning of Pine Island Glacier affirm its dynamic
instability, suggesting that irreversible retreat has already begun [Rignot, 1998; Lee et al., 2012; Joughin et al.,
2014; Rignot et al., 2014]. Observational analysis and ice flow models suggest that current degenerative
change of Pine Island Glacier will persist for a century or more [Joughin et al., 2014; Rignot et al., 2014]. The
triggers for the ongoing changes remain poorly understood. Recent studies, however, have increasingly
pointed toward ice-ocean interaction as the dominant driver [Shepherd et al., 2004; Jacobs et al., 2011;
Liu et al., 2015]. In addition to increased thinning and grounding line retreat, over the past several decades,
the Pine Island Glacier has undergone increased rifting and expansion of the lateral shear zones flanking the
fast-flowing ice shelf [Bindschadler, 2002;MacGregor et al., 2012]. Since the late 1990s, both the southern and
northern ice shelf shear margins have become increasingly fractured and the northern margin has progres-
sively opened, reducing the area of contact between the ice shelf and the shear margins. Because shearing
along the ice shelf edges generates a stress that resists flow while ice thinning reduces the amount of stress
that can be generated, fracturing and disintegration of the shear margins can cause ice flow acceleration,
creating a potential positive feedback between shear margin rifting and acceleration leading to unstable
disintegration [e.g., MacGregor et al., 2012].

Additionally, three times since 2000, marginal rifts have propagated from the northern shear zone through
the width of the ice shelf, resulting in the calving of large tabular icebergs. Similar to rifting and calving events
observed on other ice shelves [Bassis et al., 2008; Walker et al., 2013; Walker et al., 2015; Falkner et al., 2011],
these transverse rifts initiate where the shelf flank loses contact with the margin and thus may be related to
the resulting loss in lateral shear stresses that resists outward flow of the shelf [Howat et al., 2012]. The rea-
son(s) that a particular rift propagates laterally across the entire shelf is unknown, although structural
heterogeneities, such as basal crevasses or suture zones between merging ice streams, remain a possibility
[Walker et al., 2013].

While the most recent (2011) rifting and calving event initiated further inland than the two prior events
[Bindschadler and Rignot, 2001; Howat et al., 2012], the net change in ice front position was small, with little
resulting change to the ice shelf’s structure. Further, following a sustained acceleration [Lee et al., 2012] coin-
ciding with ungrounding of its terminal ice plain [Rignot et al., 2014], ice shelf velocities stabilized and slightly
decreased between 2009 and 2013, suggesting that the ice shelf may have reached a new, if temporary,
stable terminus position. However, two anomalous rifts appeared in late 2014 and early 2015 that, in contrast
to previous events, initiated in the center of the ice shelf and propagated toward the margins. We present
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structural and dynamic changes coincident with opening of the rifts and discuss potential implications of this
new rifting behavior.

2. Data and Methods

We utilize panchromatic band imagery from the Operational Land Imager (OLI) on board the Landsat 8
satellite acquired over the three austral summers in the years from 2013 to 2016 and orthorectified and
distributed by the United States Geological Survey. We regridded all images to a common 15m posting
reference grid in polar stereographic projection. Low-illumination images from ascending orbit were linearly
stretched to improve contrast of surface features. The lengths of the rifts are measured only using descending
orbit (daytime) OLI images for consistency in illumination. Time series of intensity images from the Sentinel-1A
C-Band Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR-C) are reprojected to the same map projection as the regridded OLI
images and coregistered to the OLI images by simple translation. Those images are utilized to observe the
rift development in the ice shelf in 2015 Austral summer, which culminated in a calving event.

In addition to the OLI images, images from the Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) aboard Landsat 7
were utilized to map the location of rifts that formed in the years 2001, 2007, and 2011. The terminus of the
ice shelf right after the calving event in August 2015 was also delineated from the Sentinel-1A SAR-C image.

Time series maps of velocity were obtained from repeat-image feature tracking on sequential OLI image pairs
obtained using the MIMC software [Ahn and Howat, 2011] utilizing an interferometric synthetic aperture
radar-derived velocity map [Rignot et al., 2011] as a priori input to constrain the measurement search area
between image pairs. We use a 32 or 48 day baseline between images in the pairs (i.e., two or three
Landsat 8 repeats cycles), which provided the optimal tradeoff between coregistration errors, surface texture
coherence, and temporal resolution. In case of 2015–2016, however, pairs with 16 day (i.e., one revisit period
of Landsat 8) temporal baseline were also included because there were little data with good coverage in that
season. Image coregistration errors were corrected using ground control identified from the InSAR velocity
map. Uncertainty in the velocity caused by the control points are as high as 30 to 50m/yr. Assuming 0.1 pixel
of matching error [Scambos et al., 1992], this corresponds to 32 to 61m/yr of uncertainty in velocities for each
velocity maps. To further reduce errors, which are temporally random, the individual velocity maps were
averaged by austral summer.

3. Results

We observed the development of two parallel fractures (R1 and R2) opening in the center of the Pine Island
Glacier ice shelf and striking roughly 70° from the flow direction, located 17 and 27 km from the ice front,
respectively (Figure 1). R1 was first visible in an ascending orbit OLI image acquired on 4 December 2013,
while R2 was first detected in ascending orbit imagery acquired on 19 November 2014. The OLI images show
that R1 propagated laterally at a rate of 14 km/yr and widened at a rate of 110m/yr at its center between
December 2013 and May 2015 (Figures 1b and 2). As revealed by Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery
acquired by the Sentinel-1A satellite, R1 propagated across the ice shelf to the southern margin resulting
in the calving of an approximately 580 km2 iceberg between 25 July 2015 and 6 August 2015 (see Movie S1
in the supporting information). During the later stages of lateral rift propagation, another rift developed at
the center of the calving front and extended longitudinally inland, cutting the developing iceberg in two.
The southern portion of the iceberg immediately drifted away from the ice front and out into the bay, while
the northern half remained relatively stationary. The new ice front at the northern margin is 15 km upglacier
of the 27 December 2011 position, decreasing in difference to near zero change since the last calving event
on the southern margin (Figure 1a).

Unlike R1, R2 appears as a crease in the surface texture imaged by Landsat 8 OLI rather than an open fracture,
indicating that either the fracture does not reach the surface through the firn or the crack is smaller than the
pixel resolution (Figure 1c). The initial observation of this feature is only possible due to the increased
radiometric resolution of Landsat 8 relative to its predecessors [Jeong and Howat, 2016]. Further, an
ascending (low Sun angle) image (Figure 1a) reveals that rift R1 and R2 are part of a train of surface undula-
tions in the center of the ice shelf, roughly transverse to flow, originating from the ice shelf grounding line.
Similar features have been found on other floating ice shelves in Antarctica, where observations show that
they are the surface expression of wide basal crevasses [Luckman et al., 2012; Bindschadler et al., 2011;
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McGrath et al., 2012]. Based on the sequence of imagery, we hypothesize that R1 and R2 originated as basal
crevasses at the grounding zone near the center of the ice shelf, without a connection to either shear margin.
The southern (most seaward) tip of R1 is close to the location where the 2011 transverse rift formed (Figure 1)
so that both R1 and R2 are developing further inland than any previously observed rift and where the ice shelf
remains in contact with both north and south margins.

During the period of rift development we also observe clearing and retreat of ice mélange within the seaward
end of the northern shear zone. Between 2013 and 2016, the mélange-filled shear zone retreated 30-km

Figure 2. Timeseriesof change in rifts and icemélange. (top)Change in the lengthofR1 (redcurvewithdots forobservations)
and R2 (black), with the length of mélange extent (blue). Rift extent measurements are only obtained from descending pass
OLI imagery for consistency. (bottom) Time series OLI images of northernmargin near the terminus. The length of mélange
cover was measured bymeasuring the distance from innermost terminus position (red circles on the images) to that of the
latest day in the time series (19 March 2016) (red crosses on each images).

Figure 1. (a) Flow-transverse rifts (R1 and R2) visible on a OLI image at 19 November 2014, with the location of Pine Island Glacier (PIG, inset). The calving front of 6
August 2015 delineated from Sentinel-1A SAR-C image is drawn in a red dash line. The three previous rifts are delineated from Landsat 7 ETM+ images and plotted
together with respective observed date. Note the multiple undulations in Figure 1a parallel to R1 and R2. The evolution of R1 and R2 are presented at Figures 1b and
1c, respectively. The images in Figure 1b are from daytime, while those of Figures 1a and 1c are from nighttime. Both Figures 1b and 1c are drawn in the same scale.
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inland (Figure 2), extending the zone of open water between the ice shelf and margin and leaving open
water. Nearly all of this retreat occurred in the austral spring, between 4 November 2013 and 2 January
2014, which corresponds to the period when R1 was first detected in the Landsat 8 OLI imagery and begin
to grow rapidly. This period of retreat of the northern shear zone is the largest observed since its rifting
was first observed in 1997 [Bindschadler, 2002; MacGregor et al., 2012].

The change in ice flow velocity between the 2013/2014 and 2014/2015 seasons is shown in Figure 3. Over this
period there was little change over most of the ice shelf, but the center and southern portion of the shelf
seaward of R1 accelerated up to 150m/yr (3.5%), which is consistent with the rate of rift opening. The
differential speedup across the ice shelf implies rotation in flow direction of about 5° to the north (i.e., toward
the northern margin).

The increased extensional strain rate transverse to flow associated with this rotation would account for the
opening of longitudinal rifts extending from the ice front (see Movie S1 in the supporting information). At
the same time, the southern shear margin, extending from the ice front to 30 km inland, slowed by up to
250m/yr, indicating northward migration of the shear margin. This migration is further evident in the
composite images of each austral summer (see Figure S1 in the supporting information) that shows
northward movement of lateral crevasses and other flow features.

Speedup at the ice front during the 2015 calving event ended by 2016, at which time speeds returned to the
pre-calving values (Figure 4). Speed remained constant upglacier over this period. The 2016 velocities,
however, do record a continued migration of the southern shear margin at a rate of approximately 500m/yr.

4. Discussion

The style of ice shelf rifting currently underway at the Pine Island Glacier is fundamentally different from pre-
vious episodes of rifting and calving in the last decade, in which preexisting, marginal rifts propagated from
the seaward end of the northern shear margin across the tongue, perpendicular to the mean flow direction.
The initiation of multiple rifts in the center of a fast-flowing (faster than 1 km/yr) ice shelf is unusual. Basal cre-
vassing near the grounding line has been observed at the Pine Island Glacier [Bindschadler et al., 2011] and
rifts transverse to flow are observed at the grounding line of neighboring Thwaites Glacier [MacGregor
et al., 2012], which is undergoing similar acceleration and thinning. The series of basal crevasses observed
upstream of rifts R1 and R2 suggest that, in contrast to previous rifting events, basal crevasses have initiated

Figure 3. Changes in (a) flow speed, (b) azimuthal flow direction, and (c) principal strain rate on the Pine Island Glacier ice
shelf between austral summers 2013–2014 and 2014–2015, overlain on an OLI image from 17 March 2015. The rift on 8
March 2015 is traced in black (line width not to scale). Positive values in Figure 3b indicate northward (clockwise) rotation of
flow direction while positive values in Figure 3c indicate increased stretching rate. Note that Figure 3c is zoomed in, with
extent shown by the red rectangle in Figures 3a and 3b. The geographic north is as shown in the north arrow in Figure 3a.
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at the grounding line and have widened and deepened as they advect downstream. Recent studies show
that the presence of wide channels at the bottom of the ice can be sufficient to trigger full thickness ice frac-
ture [Vaughan et al., 2012]. Moreover, melting within basal crevasses can widen them, enabling penetration
through an increasingly large fraction of the ice thickness as they propagate downstream [Bassis and Ma,
2015]. At the Pine Island Glacier, basal crevasses may have advected with the ice shelf and then propagated
through the full ice thickness due to a combination of increased bottom melting, ice thinning and increased
deviatoric stresses. The cause of the initial formation of the basal crevasses are uncertain but may be the
result of periods of enhanced basal melt due to episodic intrusions of warm deep water and/or subglacial
meltwater discharge associated with lake drainage [Joughin et al., 2016].

Rather than being transverse to flow, these rifts are oriented oblique to the average flow direction and
approximately perpendicular to the strike of marginal rifts on the northern side. Thus, their formation was
not likely caused by increasing along-flow deviatoric stresses as the ice reaches the front, as is typical.
Instead, we suggest that the evolution of rifts is accelerated by the same overall stress regime that is causing
both northward rotation of the terminus and northern migration of the southern shear margin. An explana-
tion for this northward migration is the retreat of the highly rifted portion of the northern shear margin. The
removal of this section of the ice shelf has now completely decoupled the ice shelf from the northern coast,
resulting in a nearly unconfined ice tongue. While this mélange-filled and highly rifted shear margin was
likely weak, providing small resistance along flow, it may have still acted to confine the shelf on the northern
flank and provide resistive stresses transverse to flow similar to the way that mélange-filled fjords in
Greenland have been found to provide a backstress large enough to inhibit calving of fast flowing outlet gla-
ciers [Amundson et al., 2010; Howat et al., 2010].

5. Conclusions

We identified rifts opening and growing from the center of the Pine Island Glacier ice shelf simultaneous with
the disintegration of an ice mélange that resulted in complete detachment of the ice shelf from the northern
shear margin. The rifts appear among a series of parallel undulations in the ice shelf surface that are
identifiable only in ascending-pass Landsat 8 imagery acquired at low Sun elevations, which we interpret
as the surface expression of basal crevasses. Annual velocity maps reveal confined speedup and rotation
of ice sheet seaward of the rifts, consistent with the orientation of the rifts and the location of mélange
retreat. Based on these observations, we suggest that this rifting event is caused by the combined loss of flow
resistance due to the disintegration of ice mélange and necking (ductile thinning and failure) of the ice shelf
around the basal crevasses. The latter would be caused by the concentration of tensile stress, amplified by
basal erosion from ocean forcing. In both cases, increased basal melting plays a crucial role [Bassis and Ma,
2015; Howat et al., 2010]. Also considering the rising temperature of Antarctic shelf bottom water
[Schmidtko et al., 2014] and increased melting of the Pine Island Glacier [Dutrieux et al., 2014] in the last

Figure 4. Speed profile plots of the three annual velocity maps. (a) Annual speed plot of 2013–2014, with the two profiles
(A and B) over the map. (b, c) Speed plots along the profile A and B.
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decade, we therefore postulate that ocean forcing primarily caused expansion of basal crevasses and
resulting in center-shelf rifting. Continued expansion of these basal crevasses and upglacier migration of rift
development would provide a potential mechanism for rapid ice shelf disintegration.
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